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The purpose of this short glossary is not to explain grammatical features in detail, but just
to clarify the terminology used in grammar books and language courses. Use of SMALL
CAPITALS marks some words which are themselves defined in the glossary.
ABSOLUTIVE: see -kar CONSTRUCTION.   
ADJECTIVE. A word that describes a noun, e.g. lal ‘red’, bÂ\a ‘big’, åhm ‘important’.  An
adjective must AGREE with its noun, but this agreement is visible only in adjectives
ending -å  in the masculine — bÂ\a lÂ\ka ‘big boy’ versus bÂ\I lÂ\kI ‘big girl’. An
adjective is called attributive if it precedes the noun, (purama mkan ‘old house’),
predicative if it follows the noun (mera mkan bhut purana hE) ‘My house is very old’.
ADVERB.  A word or phrase that describes an action, e.g. ¿jor se ‘loudly’ in ¿jor se bolo
‘speak loudly’. Whereas an adjective describes a noun, an adverb describes a verb or
an adjective, as in the underlined words here: tum    te¿j  cltI ho ‘you walk    fast’   ; tum    bhut   
¿KUbsUrt ho ‘you are    very   beautiful’. English typically makes adverbs by adding ‘-ly’ to
the adjective (loud > loudly), but Hindi tends to prefer short adverbial phrases, often
consisting of a noun plus se. (English sometimes does this too, especially with words of
three or more syllables: ‘with difficulty’, exactly equivalent to Hindi mui≈kl se.)  Other
examples of Hindi adverbs are: jldI ‘quickly; early’; åam tOr pr ‘usually’; iks trh
‘how?’; åçCI trh se ‘well’, and a more formal  type using the noun >p ‘form, manner’
—  ßTayI >p se ‘permanently’, √yiÃgt >p se ‘personally’.
AGREE, AGREEMENT.  When words change to match the NUMBER, GENDER or CASE of
related words I the sentence, they are said to ‘agree’ with them: the adjective Coqa
‘little’ changes to CoqI to agree with the feminine noun lÂ\kI ‘girl’ in CoqI lÂ\kI ‘little
girl’.
AGGREGATIVE.  Forms of number-words indicating a group of something: dono# idn ‘both
days’, tIno# bçce ‘all three children’, dso# gaiÂ\yaÅ ‘tens of cars’; h¿jaro# log ‘thousands of
people’.
ANUSVÓR.  A superscript dot that represents a nasal consonant: the spellings muMbÈ
‘Mumbai’ and ih#dI ‘Hind¥’ are equivalent to muµbÈ ‘Mumbai’ and ih~dI respectively. Its
phonetic value matches that of the following consonant: thus in muMbÈ it is an /m/, in ih#dI
it is an /n/, in KM\ (also spelt Kˆ\) it is an /ˆ/, and so on.  In a separate usage, the dot
2can show nasality of a vowel, and is commonly used as a substitute for candrabindu
when the superscript space is cluttered by other superscript signs such as vowel måtrås;
see NASALIZATION.
ARTICLES.  English has the Definite Article ‘the’, and the Indefinite Article ‘a’.  Hindi
has neither, though it often uses ´k ‘one’ as an Indefinite Article.  (This usage is
sometimes influenced by the English pattern: mE# ´k åÎyapk hUÅ ‘I am a teacher’.)  The
pronoun koÈ can also appear in some contexts where English would use ‘a’. Because
of the general absence of articles in Hindi, ‘the’ and ‘a’ are a (or ‘the’!) major
stumbling block for Hindi-speaking learners of English.
ASPECT.  The manner in which time is indicated by a verb:  not simply ‘past/ present/
future’ (these are TENSES), but distinctions such as ongoing action versus completed
action, or habitual action versus continuous or progressive action. mE# cay pIta hUÅ ‘I drink
tea’ / mE# cay pI rha hUÅ ‘I am drinking tea’.
AUXILIARY VERB.  A verb that ‘helps’ complete the sense of another verb: English uses
the auxiliary ‘will’ to form the future tense – ‘he will speak’. Hindi examples from hona
‘to be’ include hE and Ta in vh id¬lI me# rhta hE, ‘he lives in Delhi’, vh id¬lI me# rhta Ta
‘he used to live in Delhi’; in these sentences the auxiliary indicates the time-frame.
Other verb usages, such as the inceptive  lgna (vh bolne lga, ‘he began to say’) and the
permissive  dena (muJe bolne do, ‘let me say’) can also be described as auxiliary.
CALQUE: see LOAN TRANSLATION.
CASE. In the same way that some pronouns governed by prepositions in English change
to the objective case (‘for them and us’ instead of *‘for they and we’), many pronouns,
nouns, and adjectives governed by postpositions in Hindi change to the oblique case.
Thus Hindi has two main cases: the direct case (like mE# ‘I’), and the oblique or objective
case (muJ ‘me’) which is used before POSTPOSITIONS (as in muJ ko etc.). See also
VOCATIVE.
CAUSATIVE.  A verb which describes the action of ‘causing’ something to be done.  In
Hindi these very common verbs are usually formed by a vowel extension in the STEM:
sunna ‘to listen’ > sunana ‘to make listen, to recite’.  Some verbs show other stem
changes: Kana ‘to eat’  > iKlana ‘to make eat, to feed’.  A second type of causative,
with a -vå- extension in the stem, is found in such verbs as isKvana ‘to cause to be
taught’, bnvana ‘to cause to be made’; the purpose here is often to specify the person
by whom the action is done, as in mE# ip#kI ko rajU se ih~dI pÂ|vaËÅga ‘’I’ll get Pinky
taught Hindi by Raju’.
CLAUSE. A phrase that includes a SUBJECT and a PREDICATE, and usually a main verb.
The sentence ‘I told him that the tickets were too expensive’  consists of two clauses
linked by the CONJUNCTION ‘that’.  See also PHRASE.
CODE-SWITCHING.  The process or tendency in which speakers ‘switch’ between
languages within a single sentence or discourse. ih~dI bolte smy bhut-se log bhut sare
English words use krte hE# ≥
3COMMANDS.  Forms of the verb that give commands, orders or requests: bolo ÷ ‘speak!’,
boil´ ‘please speak’.  Also called Imperatives.
COMPOUND VERB.  A verb consisting of two verbs working together: the first gives the
basic meaning, the second ‘colours’ that meaning in some way. Thus bEQo ‘sit!’ can
become bEQ jaåo ÷ ‘sit down!’ (jaåo is from jana ‘to go’, but in the compound verb it
does not carry this literal meaning, and simply adds nuance).
CONDITIONAL.  An expression involving the sense ‘if…’.
CONJUNCT CHARACTER.  A Devanagari character in which two consonants join to make a
single syllable: in the word πyar ‘love’, a modified form of  p joins y to form the
conjunct πy. The conjunct removes the INHERENT VOWEL from the first character,
changing pa to p. Without the conjunct, the word would have two syllables – ‘payår’.
When no conjunct is available, the inherent vowel can be removed by use of the
subscript line called viråm:  thus åd`But is equivalent (and perhaps stylistically
preferable) to the clumsy åÆut .
CONJUNCTIONS.  ‘Joining words’, or words that link clauses in a sentence: åOr ‘and’,
leikn ‘but’, ik ‘that’, halaÅik ‘although’.  Thanks to its diversity of source languages,
Hindi has many variants, including five for ‘but’ alone — leikn, mgr, pr, ik~tu, pr~tu.
The appropriate choice of one over the others depends mainly on REGISTER.
CONTINUOUS TENSE: See PROGRESSIVE. The name of ‘-ing’ tenses that describe ongoing
actions: vh ¿Kt ilK rhI hE / TI ‘she is/was writing a letter’.  Also called PROGRESSIVE.
CORRELATIVE.  See RELATIVE CLAUSES.
DIRECT CASE: see CASE.
ERGATIVE: see ‘NE’ CONSTRUCTION.
GENDER. Nouns involving sexual gender like ‘man’, ‘woman’ are masculine and
feminine respectively; but in Hindi    all  nouns have gender: panI ‘water’ and dUD ‘milk’
are masculine, cay ‘tea’ and cIn I  ‘sugar’ are feminine.  Sometimes a
masculine/feminine pair relates to size — rßsa m ‘rope’ versus rßsI f ‘cord’; but it is
often impossible to predict genders on linguistic principles, so the gender of each noun
must be learnt. See AGREEMENT.
GENITIVE: See POSSESSIVE.
HABITUAL. A verb tense which describes an action that is done regularly or as a matter of
habit  — ¿gailb xrab pIte Te mgr sUår nhI# Kate ‘Ghalib drank liquor but didn’t east
pork’.  In Hindi this contrasts with CONTINUOUS tenses (‘is/was eating’).
HONORIFIC. A usage that indicates the level of formality shown to a person: calling
someone tum (‘you’) implies familiarity, while åap (‘you’) is more formal, and tU is
either intimate or abrupt, depending on context. Verbs must AGREE with the honorific
level selected, giving tum bEQo a very different ring from åap bEiQ´ or tU bEQ. Such a
distinction is found in many languages, but in Hindi the system extends grammatical
plurality to the third PERSON, indicating respect by using ‘they’ forms for ‘he/she’: pMi\t
4jI åa rhe hE# ‘Pandit ji is coming’ is grammatically plural despite referring to a single
person. This is called an ‘honorific’ plural.
INFINITIVE.  The basic form of the verb as used in lists, dictionaries etc. In English it
includes the word ‘to’, as in ‘to think, to write’, while in Hindi it ends -nå: socna ‘to
think’, ilKna, ‘to write’,  smJna  ‘to understand’, koixx krna ‘to try’. In Hindi the
infinitive is often used as a COMMAND (often ‘deferred’ or with reference to actions not
ennvisaged as being enacted immediately  — Gr phuÅcne pr ¿Pon krna ‘phone when you
get home’) and as a VERBAL NOUN.
INHERENT VOWEL. A Devanagari consonant is a complete syllable that includes the vowel
‘a’, called the ‘inherent’ vowel: thus the character  n reads as ‘na’, not just ‘n’. The
inherent vowel can be replaced by a vowel sign, as in ne ne, or cancelled by making a
CONJUNCT with a second consonant, as in ih~dI hind¥. The inherent vowel is not
pronounced at the end of the word in Hindi (though it is in Sanskrit: ram = Ram or
Rama), between verb stems and endings (krta = kartå, not karatå), and in some other
medial positions.
IMPERATIVES: see COMMANDS.
IMPERFECTIVE VERB: see PERFECTIVE VERB.
INTRANSITIVE VERB: see TRANSITIVE VERB.
-kar CONSTRUCTION. A form of the verb such as phuÅckr ‘having arrived’. It is independent
of the grammar of the rest of the sentence, i.e. shows no AGREEMENT: Gr phuÅckr mE#
åaram k>Åga ‘having arrived home I’ll rest’ — or less literally,  ‘I’ll rest when I get
home’.
LOAN TRANSLATION (also called a ‘calque’): an expression borrowed from another
language through literal word-by-word translation.  Hindi has large numbers of them,
especially from English: bs seva ‘bus service’, dUsre x∫do# me# the idiom ‘in other words’,
and even the term ¨Dar ånuvad ‘loan translation’ itself.
LOANWORD: a word that is ‘borrowed’ from another language.  (The term is a little
inappropriate since there is rarely any hope of the word being returned!).  In Hindi, the
category would obviously include such words as ßkUl and ßqexn from English, but
technically speaking it would also include words such as doßt from Persian, kmra from
Portuguese, and kœa from Sanskrit. Thousands of such words are so deeply assimilated
into Hindi that they no longer seem ‘foreign’ — nobody would question the Indian
credentials of Persian-origin words such as cr¿Ka ‘spinning-wheel’, ik ‘that’,or  ih~dI
‘Hindi’!
NASALIZATION. A nasalized vowel is produced with the breath resonating in the nose:
pinch your nose and say ‘Austin Texas’ and you’ll hear nasalized sounds. It is shown
in Devanagari with the candrabindu (‘moon-and-dot’) as in haÅ and åaËÅga; in a syllable
having vowel sign or other ligatures above the top line, the moon is usually dropped –
as in mE# and nhI#. (The moon is in fact optional everywhere, and, sadly, is going out of
fashion these days, perhaps being eclipsed by a desire to cut corners: haM, åaËMga is now
OK alongside haÅ, åaËÅga.)
5‘NE’ CONSTRUCTION. The ‘ergative’ construction used with TRANSITIVE verbs in
PERFECTIVE  tenses. In mere beqe ne ds cpaityaÅ KaÈ TI# ‘my son had eaten ten chapattis’,
the logical subject  ‘my son’ is in the oblique case with the postposition ne, while the
verb KaÈ TI# agrees with the logical object (here feminine plural).  Compare the
intransitive  mera beqa Gr gya ‘my son went home.’
NOUN.  A word that names something: ‘car’, ‘sock’, ‘love’, ‘pizza’, ‘difficulty’, ‘peace’,
‘Amritsar’. All nouns in Hindi have either masculine or feminine  GENDER: nak f.
‘nose’, kan m. ‘ear’.
NUMBER. The status of words describing things as being either ‘singular’ (one only) or
‘plural’ (more than one). When Hindi uses plural number to show respect to a singular
person, this is called an HONORIFIC plural.
OBJECT.  A person or thing to which the action of the verb is done is called the ‘direct
object’: e.g. gaÂ\I ‘car’ in  mE# gaÂ\I  cla rha hUÅ ‘I am driving the car’. A direct object is a
noun or pronoun that receives the action of a transitive verb in an active sentence. In mE#
tumko toh¿Pa dUÅga ‘I’ll give you a gift’, toh¿Pa ‘gift’ is the    direct object  (it is the gift that
is actually ‘given’), while  tum ‘you’ is the   indirect object  .  See also SUBJECT.
OBLIQUE CASE:  see CASE.
PARTICIPLE. Part of a verb like deKta ‘see, seeing’ (imperfective participle) or deKa ‘saw’
(perfective  participle) – the basis of various tenses etc. Participles are formed by
adding such endings as -tå  or -å  to the verb STEM.  Hindi uses participles in two main
ways: firstly, as part of the main or ‘finite’ verb, as in bçce bahr Kelte hE# ‘(the) children
play outside’, and secondly in ‘non-finite’ contexts where they are simply adding detail
to the picture without being the main action described there: ve Kelte (hu´) bçce kOn hE# ?
‘who are those playing children?’, i.e. ‘who are those children who are playing?’.
PASSIVE. A construction focusing on the thing to which an action is done, rather than on
the doer of the action: gaÂ\I claÈ jatI hE ‘the car is driven’ is passive, while
mE# gaÂ\I clata hUÅ ‘I drive the car’ is active.  Passives are most commonly used with
TRANSITIVE verbs, though some INTRANSITIVES can also be made passive in idiomatic
expressions such as cla ja´? ‘Shall we go?’ (literally ‘should [it] be gone?’!).
PERFECTIVE VERB. A perfective verb describes an action that is completed, i.e. it refers to
a one-off action such as mE# Gr gya‘I went home’ or mE#ne iktab pÂ|I ‘I read the book’; a
HABITUAL or ‘imperfective’ verb describes an action that is not completed, such as mE#
åkele rhta hUÅ / Ta ‘I live alone/used to live alone’, or mE# kela Ka rha hUÅ ‘I’m eating a
banana’.
PERSON.  The person speaking (‘I’ / ‘we’) is called the ‘first person’; the one spoken to
(‘you’) is ‘second person’; someone spoken about (e.g. ‘he, she’) is ‘third person’.
PHRASE. A group of words forming a conceptual unit within the sentence, such as ‘the
famous Gettysburg address’ or ‘colloquial Hindi’ in the sentence
‘I translated the famous Gettysburg address into colloquial Hindi’.
POSSESSIVE. A ‘possession’ word, like mera ‘my, mine’, ¨ska ‘his, her, hers, its’ etc.
6POSTPOSITION. Unlike English    pre   positions, which precede the word they qualify (‘in this
room’, ‘on the tables’)  Hindi    post  positions (me# ‘in’, pr ‘on’ etc.) follow the words they
qualify. They take the oblique CASE: ^s kmre me# ‘in this room’, me¿jo# pr ‘on the tables’.
Postpositions consisting of more than one word, usually featuring a possessive kw / kI,
are called ‘compound’ postpositions: kw åMdr ‘inside’, kI tr¿P ‘towards’, kw bare me#
‘about’, kw caro# åor ‘all around’.
PRESUMPTIVE. A use of a future verb to make an assumption about the present: bçce QIk
ho#ge ‘I assume the kids are OK?’ (lit. ‘will be OK?’), ¨sne å¿Kbar deKa hoga ‘s/he must
have seen the newspaper’.
PROGRESSIVE TENSE: see CONTINUOUS TENSE.
PRONOUN. A word like vh ‘he, she, it’ or hm ‘we, us’, which stands in place of a noun;
these examples are called    Personal  Pronouns. The other main categories are:
   Possessive   Pronouns, indicating ownership etc. — mera ‘my/mine’, tuµhara ‘your/yours’.
Demonstrative   Pronouns, which point something out: vh ‘that’, ve ‘those’.
Interrogative   Pronouns ask questions: kOn ‘who?’, kOnsa ‘which?’.
Relative    Pronouns refer to something mentioned nearby: jo ‘(the one) who’.  In
English these overlap with the Interrogative set (both beginning with ‘w-’), but in
Hindi there are two separate sets, beginning j- (relative) and k- (interrogative)
respectively.
PURPOSE EXPRESSION. One which expresses purpose or intention by using an oblique
infinitive (ending -e, as in sIKne ‘to learn’), often with a verb of motion: mE# ih~dI sIKne
Bart jaËÅga ‘I’ll go to India to learn Hindi’.
REFLEXIVE. A word that refers back to the subject of a clause, like ¿Kud (‘myself, himself’
etc.)  — mE# ¿Kud jaËÅga ‘I’ll go myself’.
REGISTER. A level or style of language use, defined by such variables as formality, social
setting, cultural context, and the use of LOANWORDS from particular source-languages.
‘Ask him to the party’ has a less formal register than ‘Invite him to the reception’. In
Hindi, the use of Sanskrit loanwords often brings a formal register (which can sound
very stuffy when used inappropriately), whereas Persian and English loanwords appear
in a more informal or casual register.
RELATIVE-CORRELATIVE. In jb mE# gana gata hUÅ tb muh¬le kw sare k&–e BO#kne lgte hE#‘when I
sing, (then) all the dogs in the neighborhood start barking’, jb ‘when’ introduces a
relative clause   that relates to the    correlative clause   beginning  tb ‘then’. Hindi has
many such relative-correlative pairs:  jo / vh,  jEsa / vEsa,   jhaÅ / vhaÅ,  ∆yo#hI / †yo#hI
etc.
SANDHI. In all languages, the pronuciation of words and sounds tends to be affected by
adjacent sounds: in English, for example, the pluralising suffix ‘-s’ is pronounced as /s/
in ‘cats’ (following the voiceless consonant ‘t’) but as /z/ in ‘dogs’ (following the
voiced consonant ‘d’). This tendency was formalized in Sanskrit phonology, leading to
complex rules in the spelling of words and compounds. An example is the range of
7changes occurring at the end of the word jgt `jagat ‘world’ in compounds such as
jg–arNI, jgdIx, jg~naT. Many Sanskrit words used in Hindi show this feature.
STEM. The most basic part of the verb: bol is the stem of bolna ‘to speak’. Its functions
include an abrupt command, used with people addressed as tË – bol÷ ‘Speak!’.
SUBJECT. The word or words naming the doer of an action: in mera BaÈ go≈t nhI# Kata ‘my
brother doesn’t eat meat’, mera BaÈ is the subject and go≈t is the OBJECT.
SUBJUNCTIVE. A form of the verb expressing what is imagined, doubtful, suggested, or I
some way tentative: in xayd mE# BI åaËÅ  ‘Perhaps I may come too’, åaËÅ ‘may come’ is a
subjunctive form of the verb ånå ‘to come’. It may be used as a kind of lightweight
command: åap BI åa´Å  ‘You (should) come too.’
TATSAMA AND TADBHAVA. A ‘tatsama’ word is a Sanskrit word used in its unchanged
form in a vernacular language such as Hindi. The words œe§ ‘area, field’ and kmR
‘action, karma’ are examples of tatsamas, and have the tadbhava equivalents Ket ‘field,
agricultural land’ and kam ‘work’ respectively – with some change of meaning in these
particular examples.  (Pairs of words having the same source but different meanings
are called ‘doublets’.)  Tatsama and tadbhava are themselves Sanskrit (tatsama!) words
meaning ‘same as that’ and ‘derived from that’ respectively.
TENSE. The form that a verb takes to express the time-frame of an action.
TRANSITIVE VERB. One which can take a direct object, such as Kana ‘to eat’, deKna ‘to
see’. Verbs that cannot take a direct object are intransitive: examples include verbs of
motion such as jana ‘to go’ (you can eat something or see something but you cannot
go r arrive something). In Hindi, the two types behave very differently in PERFECTIVE
(past) tenses, so the distinction is an important one:  see ‘NE’ CONSTRUCTION.
VERB. A word telling us about an action or occurrence or state:  ‘swim’, ‘sink’, ‘think’,
‘eat’, ‘be’.  Verbs in English are usually quoted in the INFINITIVE — ‘to swim’ etc., the
Hindi equivalent has a -na ending as in tErna ‘to swim’.  Verbs are used in various
different TENSES, and may consist of more than one word, as in the English future tense
(‘I will go’) and the Hindi imperfective (mE# jata hUÅ ‘I go’); see AUXILIARY VERB.
VERBAL NOUN. A verb which functions as a noun, as in ‘staying’ in the sentence ‘My
father doesn’t approve of your staying here’; in Hindi it is usually an INFINITIVE (tuµhara
yhaÅ rhna iptajI ko QIk nhI# lgta).
VOCATIVE. The CASE of words used in addressing someone. In the singular it is the same
as the oblique – åre beqe ÷ ‘Oh son!’. In the plural it differs from the oblique in that it its
-o ending is not normally nasalized:  Ba^åo bhno ÷ ‘Brothers and sisters!’.
